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Date of Meeting:  November 3, 2016  
 
  Advisory Group Members attending: 

Jesús Aguirre x Jeremy James x Michael Orbino  
Lylianna Allala x Greg Johnson x Alanna Peterson  
Marc Berejka  Martha Kongsgaard x Larry Phillips  
Michael Brown x Leann Krainick  De’Sean Quinn  
Leda Chahim (alternate) x Paul Kundtz  Steve Shestag (Shyla attending) x 
Tom Dean x Terry Lavender  Vandana Slatter  
Tamara “TJ” DiCaprio x Hank Margeson  Mike Stevens x 
Patti Dill  Mo McBroom (alternate)  Nate Veranth  
Gene Duvernoy x James McNeal  Steve Whitney  
Jon Hoekstra  Louise Miller  Christopher Williams (alt.)  
King County Staff and support team members attending: 
Christie True  Karen Reed   Katy Terry  
Bob Burns  Ingrid Lundin  Joan Lee  
Michael Murphy  Doug Hodson    

 
Welcome and Introductions. Mr. Larry Phillips convened the meeting and led a round of 
introductions.  Facilitator Karen Reed reviewed the agenda and noted that most of the time in 
future meetings would be dedicated to group discussion. 
 
Meeting 4 Summary. Ms. Reed reviewed one edit to the minutes suggested by Louise Miller. 
Members voted unanimously to approve Meeting #4 Summary, with the proposed edit. 
 
Questions List. There are numerous unanswered questions; staff is working on responses. 
Advisory group members should email additional questions to Ms. Reed and/or Ingrid Lundin. 
 
Handouts on CFT, REET 3, King County Parks Levy.  Ingrid Lundin spoke to these handouts 
providing additional detail on the allowable uses and revenues raised from these three funding 
sources.  

• Does the levy rate change because bonds are issued to ensure bondholders are paid 
back?  A:  No. Levy rate will drift down as assessed value goes up, and total collections 
on a property tax-based levy can increase only one percent per year, plus the taxes on 
new construction. The rate doesn’t change depending on how revenues are used.  

• Mr. Phillips noted that protecting Parks Levy is very important to keep KC Parks open: 
80% of Parks operating budget is funded by the levy. Our work needs to consider 
interplay with Parks Levy 2019 renewal. 

 
Letter to Cities. Sent out yesterday to all cities, with questions updated based on city and 
advisory group feedback. 
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Work Plan. Shared an updated work plan which includes public meeting dates. 
 
Schedule. Tukwila Parks has offered to host Meeting 8 so it will likely be moved to Tukwila. 
 
OneAmerica Letter. Shared letter sent from OneAmerica to the co-chairs. 
 
Private Funding Panel. Michael Murphy, DNRP, introduced the panel with a few slides 
summarizing private funding approaches. David Thacher, trustee of the Washington Chapter of 
The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and chairman of TNC Washington Conservation Investments 
Committee, moderated the panel. 
 
Richard Woo, Executive Director of Russell Family Foundation, showed two videos of case 
studies. Themes included: 

• Collaboration, working with strong partners, being willing to learn.  
• Impact and mission-related investing is of interest to many companies. 
• “Blended impact” is necessary – can’t approach just with isolated tools or perspectives 

but need multiple partners, interests, and financial tools. 
 
Bettina von Hagen, CEO of EcoTrust Forest Management, shared a powerpoint. Themes: 

• EcoTrust has a forest land investment fund, protecting forest land with the multiple 
values of preserving forests in mind (economic, social, ecological).  

• Demonstrating that it’s possible to attract private capital and provide a return while 
responsibly managing land and creating jobs and rural community benefits. 

• Foundations can offer program-related investments (PRIs) - lower interest loans; with 
understanding that funds could be counted as a grant if a venture fails. 

• Environmental service markets help monetize forest investments (e.g. carbon market)  
• New market tax credits (federally available; also through states but not by WA state) to 

incentivize investments in economically distressed communities.  

Deb Froeb, Director of Product Development, of NatureVest (the impact investment unit of 
TNC) shared a powerpoint. Themes: 

• Impact investing refers to investments "made into companies, organizations, and funds 
with the intention to generate a measurable, beneficial social or environmental impact 
alongside a financial return.”  

• Investors have capital available and have interest – but challenge is the lack of ready-to-
go transactions in which to invest. It is key to match up the people who have money to 
spend, with the people who need money. 

• NatureVest finds that the larger, broader, and more predictable the transaction, the 
more attractive that it is for investors.   

• NatureVest is working to create a $400M forest fund, similar to work of EcoTrust, to 
preserve forests in various parts of the county, including Washington. 
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• Federal US Fish & Wildlife Service policy restrictions on monetizing investments 
prevented a large conservation transaction which sought to monetize carbon rights on 
lands that would be protected by a conservation easement. 

• Increased regulatory stringency can drive development of green markets (e.g. 
stormwater regulations & green infrastructure investments). 

• Significant up-front work is necessary to make sure approaches work well.  It can be a 
challenge to align all necessary factors in a transaction.  

• These approaches are relatively new—10-15 years at most. There is a lot of opportunity, 
but still struggling with how these projects get accomplished.  

Panelists were asked what guidance they have for King County in considering private funding. 

• Ms. von Hagen: Government has a role to both create incentives and a market structure 
to try to achieve protections. King County’s Transfer of Development Rights program is a 
great model that taps into a private market response to a regulation.  

• Ms. von Hagen: “Markets love to solve timing problems” – e.g. filling a gap in available 
funding. The more certainty about the timing of available revenue, the less expensive it 
might be to rely on private dollars.  

• Ms. Froeb: Government can help price externalities (i.e. negative impacts of 
development) into whatever the activities are that cause the negative impacts. 

How to approach “layering capital” – leveraging across public, private and social sectors?  

• Mr. Woo emphasized that private foundations or investors need to have a strong 
connection with local jurisdiction to drive the success of their projects. He discussed 
local models where Russell worked with an interested investor and local government 
grant programs to help fund revolving loans to fix leaky septic systems. 

• Ms. von Hagen and Ms. Froeb recommended that the land conservation initiative should 
tell a story of how protection not only benefits ecosystems, healthy farms and forests, 
but also - if applicable - economic development, job creation & support.   

• Question was asked about who is guaranteed return under a capital stack – and who 
loses. A: Financial investment firms typically guarantee their investors a return first; also 
tax credits have strict compliance guidelines.  

• There are ways to tie delivery of capital to social benefits – e.g. interest rate could 
decline as social or environmental metrics are met; or debt can be accelerated if not 
delivered. 

Additional questions and themes as follows: 

• “Additionality” – regulation and market need to be structured so that action taken by 
private entity is additional to what they would have done by regulations or business as 
usual.  

• “Permanence” – environmental service markets can build in requirements that, e.g. in 
the California carbon market, carbon will stay in the forest for 100 years. 
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• Do ecological and social values translate to dollar values or just to metrics? A: There may 
in some cases be pay-for-performance or social impact bonds. Some regulatory markets 
such as stormwater may have a way of accounting for these values. There may be 
demonstrated benefits of some projects such as forest restoration in upper watersheds. 
The Natural Capital project may seek to make such considerations explicit. 

• With respect to the land conservation initiative, the small size, scattered pattern, varied 
purpose, and high transaction costs to protect the county’s priority lands may make 
them challenging to work on from a private finance standpoint. There may be 
opportunities to explore opportunities, though.   

• Bundling projects may lead to bigger sources of capital.  
• Unless the private financing is philanthropy, you need to determine how to design a 

financial investment based on identified direct benefits, anticipated markets, or 
subsequent revenue streams that could be generated from purchases. 

• Are there any benefits to partnering with impact investors on bond issuance rather than 
going to the open bond market? A: Sometimes green bonds get a ‘better coupon.’ 
Investor interest may be influenced by transaction costs, size, packaging of the deals. 
Investors working with the County on this approach would essentially be providing 
bridge financing. 

• Project financing is different than bridge financing.  One consideration: do you expect to 
generate money off the purchased land to pay back the debt? May need to think about 
how to layer bonds with equity to avoid a heavy debt load.  

• How do we get to the point of actually engaging private investment dollars?  King 
County has a great economic standing and history of leadership. King County could play 
a role in this evolving world of private-public finance partnerships. A great deal of up- 
front coordination and planning would be required by the jurisdiction to ensure a 
complex private finance approach could work. 

• Panelists’ reactions to the County’s proposed size of the funding “pie” allocated to 
private finance?  Speakers observed variously:  seems an appropriate order of 
magnitude; there are many factors that affect success – e.g. this is a new arena, markets 
are still emerging, regulatory markets can change (and often drive more private finance 
opportunities).  The County is potentially a market creator—stormwater credits, carbon 
credits: the County can create enabling conditions to have markets emerge. 

Break. The group took a break from 6:22 to 6:35. 
 
Ms. Reed shared the Road Map and the Discussion Guide on new funding sources. Discussion 
followed, including the following points: 
 

• I was initially skeptical about private opportunities, but see that there may be 
opportunity. Like the idea of going to the public and demonstrating there is a strong 
private contribution to the effort. There is political and financial utility in using private 
dollars, but there may be challenges in expertise and timing of emerging markets 
affecting how well we can access these funds.  
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• Interest in knowing how much money is available locally to tap into. How many mission 
driven organizations are out there in our region who may be potentially interested in 
this private finance work? 

• New conservation funding in any form is helpful from city budget perspective, to fund 
projects that otherwise would be skipped due to limited funds. 

• Private and public funding may both be useful. Private funding is 6% of overall revenue 
picture at this point [staff note: this figure does not take into account the contributions 
of TDR and in lieu fee mitigation programs]. Difficult to understand what can be 
monetized and where an investor’s return on investment would come from. 

• In response to specific public finance options:  General obligation bonds - not sure yet; 
Property tax levy lid lift - see no public appetite for this; REET 3 - interesting but 
challenging; CFT levy lid lift - likes that it’s re-setting the rate and is not a new proposal. 

• Several Advisory Group members offered comments that combining private financing 
and public financing is good for messaging this proposal to the public.  

• In recent Parks Levy, public liked that entrepreneurial fees were significant contribution 
towards the parks budget. There are other examples in King County where we have had 
successful private financing tools deployed.  

• Can land conservation be broadened so that it’s partnered with innovation and 
creativity to spark interest by investors – e.g. greenways, green streets, eliminating 
impervious surfaces? 

• Prefer to take private funding off the table completely. Jurisdictions would be getting a 
percentage of the whole funding package that comes with an obligation to repay private 
investors. I see private funding as relevant only to use for acceleration – private funding 
used to buy time until the public sector raises other funds to repay that debt.  

• Realistically, how much can we really monetize off of our lands given that we need to 
have certain benefits we protect on the landscape?  Are the benefits of private funding 
really worth trying to create a market to generate private funds? 

• Simple sells – trying to sell public funding plus a private funding partnership starts to 
sound too complicated.  

• Part of the negative message of environmental service markets is that we are allowing 
pollution to happen elsewhere. 

• Timing and reliability is an issue with including significant private financing/emerging 
markets in a funding package. What do we know now vs. what will emerge in the next 
10 years? How do you talk about a package which has a component that isn’t very 
certain at the time you have to go to the voters? 

• Perhaps we get rid of the revenue pie and make it a bullseye shape – the outer ring is 
the potential if we can tap into private markets, but it’s not counted on. 

• From experience, private capital investments have significant strings attached – projects 
may cost more using private money than with the public sector. 

• In the investment business, and here in the Northwest which is a center for green 
business, there is increasing interest in investors seeking opportunities for impact 
investing.  
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• Some of our work plan goals may be more amenable to private funding – while others 
may not be a good fit.  Could the examples panelists provided help highlight what is a 
better fit?  Could our analysis of values help identify where we might monetize benefits? 

• The health benefits presentation highlighted that that sector may have an interest in 
partnering with us and helping measure benefits. 

• Impact investing may best used as a funding strategy to provide acceleration, 
comparable to councilmanic bonding – just with a different type of investor.  

 
Mr. Phillips adjourned the meeting at 7:03 p.m. 


